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As the advance from the 1970 lows reached its second anniversary a week ago, the major market average; 

celebrated the event by attaining new closing highs for the move, with the Dow-Jones Industrials attain-
.," ing a: Monday _intra.day _peak _of. 97_9o.,41i_z.":'_c9.mlortably _aJ?oye_preyio.us---.Qeaks~reg~st~redJ!1_ea.r!y_}v1a~clL~ r

and early April. It would be nice to be able to say that the technical condition of the market in June was-
as healthy as it had been in March but this is, unfortunately, not the case, and there is no use burying 
our head in the sand and refusing to recognize the fact. 

The following table shows the action of three major stock market indices over the past three months. 
As can clearly be seen, the pattern for the three averages is similar, a high in March followed by a minor 
decline, a higher peak in April followed by a drop to a new low and, finally, new high ground in late May. 
It is almost a textbook example of a type of action known as a broadening formation -- one of the earliest 
patterns recognized in technical literature. Indeed, references to this sort of pattern can be found in the 
literature dating back to the early part of the Century. 

March High March Low, April High May Low May High 
Dow-Jones Industrials 957.03 925.87 977.52 917.37 979.46 
S&P 500 109.75 105.86 111.11 103.83 111.48 
S&P425 122.08 117.57 123.94 115.64 124.74 

Let us quote from one of the definitive works on technical analysis, Technical Analysis of Stock Trends 
by Robert D. Edwards and John Magee, Jr., on the s1,lbject of broadening price formations. "Broadening 
price patterns (are) definitely bearish in purport. •• They appear most oftEm at or near an important topping 
out of the trend. Hence, it is reasonably safe to assume that prices, when they finally break away from 
the formation, Nill go down or, if they do go up, will very soon turn around and come back down again ... 
One particular manifestation .•. is known to market technicians under the specific name of Broadening 
Top •.• (It) has three peaks at successively higher levels and, between them, two bottoms with the second 

_ b.ottom..l9}¥~ tha !Lt!)e_fics t." ,!,he~a s s.umpUon .ha s~b_e.enLtha Lit J .. s_, completed.a ndLln. effecLa s~a n.lmp.or:ta nt,==", 
reversal'lI;'ciicatio;; j':'st as soon as the re~ction from its third peak c;;:rrle~ -below the lev';-l'';f its seco~d--
bottom . ., 

It is only necessary to look at the chart of the Dow-Jones Industrial Average on the back page of the 
Wall Street Journal to see that recent action constitutes a perfect example of what Edwards and Magee 
are talking about. Compounding the situation at the present time, we have the fact that breadth indices 
were lower at the April peak than at the March peak and were lower still at last week's high. Moreover, 
all three highs in the breadth index were below its peak of April, 1971 despite the fact that all of the 
major averages have long since surpassed that high. Add to this such factors as a near-record low in 
mutual fund cash pOSition and a low level of short interest related to volume. Consider the failure of the 
Transportation index to come even close to confirming the highs in the other averages. The picture does 
not constitute a bright one. 

Now we are doing nothing in the above but reporting on what has happened to date. Market action 
could Imporve, and a new upsurge of buying power could develop from these levels but, as we enter June, 
1972, any such improvement remains in the realm of hope rather than fact. 

To set against the unfavorable developments to date there are still some favorable factors. First is 
the lack of significant deterioration in large numbers of individual stock patterns. Indeed, it must be 
noted that a significant number of stocks have absolutely no deterioration whatsoever. And yet, as many 
learned to their sorrow in 1968 and 1969, top formations often do not become complete until well after the 
market ha s reached its high. 

A further case can be made for higher prices by the presence of large potential buying power in margin 
~accounts,_it.being the utilization,of this.buying_power,which essentially was able.to drive the market up 

from its November lows. Furthermore, the original upside objective of 1065 for the Dow-Jones Industrial 
Average which we have been citing since October, 1970 still constitutes a valid reading. It is further 
true that the broademng formation referred to above will not be confirmed as a top until a downside break-

• out below the May lows takes place. And finally, as we have been suggesting for some time, the n9rmal 
election-year pattern calls for higher prices in the second half. None of this, however, can erase what 
has been happening in the marketplace during March, April and May. 

One possible resolution to the dilemma, of course, would be the development of a decline of inter-
mediate rather than major proportions which would be followed later this year by a surge into new high 
territory. Here agam, however, we would be willing to let the market tell its own story. From here on 
out we think it is incumbent upon the market to show improved technical action sufficient to erase the 
deterioration which has characterized the past three months. 
Dow-Jones Industrial (12:00 p.m.) 962.22 
S&P (12:00 p. m. ) 109.75 
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